“Another crazy conspiracy!” I would have said before I saw the PROOF! I have discovered an amazing truth: our whole planet has been taken over by aliens from outer space, just like a science fiction show, but it is real and terrifying. When I first saw videos on the internet about reptilians such as people with slit eyes and strange blurry spots or other anomalies, or conspiracy lectures from people like David Icke or Alex Collier, I thought it was just nuts or people trying to sell books, but then I began to investigate for myself and I found out not only are we not alone, but space aliens are living among us, and unfortunately, taking advantage of us (to put it mildly). I have not lost my sanity, I have found it, and if you want to know the truth and not be a victim of these creatures you will learn as I have that there is a complete program of mind control being used on ALL of us, with advanced technology so far ahead of us people literally cannot believe it could be true, AND they are using it to create a mindset in our societies to make ridiculous and discredited the very facts of alien existence which would allow people to wake up to it. I had suspected the alien UFO cover-up by our government had to be under extraterrestrial control because humans like me would find it impossible not share the exciting fact that we are not the only intelligent life among billions of galaxies full of planets and stars.

This is what is happening: There are ancient alien races, most notably a reptilian race from the Orion star system known as Draconians (dragons, serpents), which developed a parasitic way of life by feeding off of other weaker sentient beings on younger planets like ours. This may seem impossible that intelligent beings with highly advanced technology, space ships, and culture would also be so evil as to actually enslave and EAT other sentient beings, but it is true, and it is happening to us. IMPORTANT: If you try to think of these aliens in human terms you will not understand or believe in the reality going on, and thus not even begin to do anything about it. It makes no sense by our standards and experience, but to them it is a normal way of life. We know from science
(we need to know more) is at play, and the choices of individuals and their abiding by that law or not affects the entire operation of these alien parasites. Did it ever seem strange to you that there are so many unhealthy products that KILL people even after many years of total public awareness, like tobacco, fluoride in the water, and food that makes us fat, sick, and weak? Has the cruel acts of murderers in history from serial killers to genocidal leaders seemed beyond comprehension from a human perspective? That is because it is NOT human, but humans being addicted to evil become unwitting allies to help their alien overlords destroy their fellow man by their own choices, and through this staining of souls become blinded to truth and spiritually unified with the evil aliens and their agenda of by-choice corruption. They cannot do this without our help.

“Waking up and freeing our planet requires cold and uncomfortable pulling off of the covers and standing up, with people screaming at you to go back to sleep.”

THE PROOF: VIDEO  We know humans can look directly at the facts and deny the truth, but I can not only PROVE the existence of non-human life among us, but I will show you how to easily and inexpensively prove it for yourself.
1. Open your mind to the possibility non-humans live among us and television and movies are FULL of shapeshifting aliens.
2. Get a video camera that has 60 frames per second high definition (I use Samsung HMX-QF20 $150)
3. Set up an easy table-top tripod and record television clips with micro/macro on so you can zoom in especially on hands and eyes (knowing you cannot see anything wrong at the time).
4. Bring the footage into a video editing program (I use QF20 $150), scrub manually dragging slider and look for anomalies: slit pupils (human only round), strange flesh lumps, protrusions, melting, or discoloration, and most telling: claw-like fingernail shapes or ghosting between motion frames.
5. Save clips in 1280x720HD 29FPS, 6k (allows effects), then import them back in the editor and apply slow speed (19-21%), copy that and apply reverse, copy that and apply zoom. Edit the footage so that it is focused on the anomaly with a forward/reverse motion repeated so people can see it clearly, and upload it for your fellow human beings being victimized by these parasitic aliens (see David Icke). HOW IS IT PROOF? Deniers will say it is only a video anomaly, and those with common sense will look at it and know something paranormal is happening, but the fact will remain: THE ANOMALY CANNOT BE REPEATED USING A HUMAN BEING. Rest assured, asleep helpers of their own murderers will scream everything at you, from “crazy!” to “It is a video anomaly!” but the fact will remain: NO SANE PEOPLE LOOKING AT THE RESULTS SIDE BY SIDE WILL AGREE IT IS THE SAME THING. Thus by elimination it is not human but alien, (likely a reptilian/human shapeshifting hybrid).

WHAT YOU CAN’T BELIEVE TO BE FREE  I have had people tell me to leave the reptilians alone, but there’s just a little problem with that, because according to credible witnesses these creatures feast on human flesh, preferably children, and torture is used to secret chemicals in the blood at the height of terror which they need to maintain their human appearance. According to many witnesses a percentage of children and babies are abducted and actually eaten with torture and blood drinking ceremonies where they wear robes so their clothes do not rip when they transform into reptilians (See Arizona Wilder), but that is just the tip of the iceberg. They purposefully put chemicals like fluoride, benzene, and chlorine in the water to weaken us, spray chemtrails from airplanes which have nano-disease and mind control elements, they use cell phone towers and moon-based hypnotic depression frequencies, and kill anybody like JFK who threaten their agenda, and much, much more. Do your own research, in particular watch the interviews with David Icke, Arizona Wilder, Peggy Kane, and Alex Collier on YouTube, and join the ever increasing awareness and resistance of the world control scheme of these evil beings. If you are a human being this affects you and your children after you. WE CAN FIGHT AND WIN These creatures are counting on you to just go back to your job or business and say basically, “Well I still have eat and feed my family, and I cannot do much about it or lose my job if I even talk about this.” That is your choice, but you pay taxes to a government that is lying to your face about aliens because they don’t want you to put two and two together and realize it’s because we are slave cattle and FOOD for parasitic aliens, and our children will inherit our miserable slavery.

TAKE ACTION BY PASSING LAW AND CHANGING GOVERNMENT! It is not enough to just protest. The government and laws in place now allows these evil creatures to kill us every day with secret government programs and illegal acts against the entire world. We can begin the fight by passing laws which make their secret programs and lies in the media impossible.

THEY CONTROL ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION I determined that not only news and entertainment, but EVERYTHING is controlled by them, and they can subvert email, block calls, and even spy on people with remote viewers (astral projection.), HOLD WEEKLY FREE EARTH MEETINGS LOCALLY! These creatures work hard to keep awakening humans isolated so they cannot form coalitions and begin to change minds, therefore we must ourselves go out the door and talk to people face to face, pass out flyers, and hold meetings to continue the fight to liberate earth.

LOCAL SAN FERNANDO VALLEY MEETUP  If you want to meet and learn more about this you can meet me at the AMC Promenade upper food court Saturday mornings 10-12, or email: nemaio4@yahoo.com, or write to Richard Bruce, P.O. Box 8671, Calabasas, CA 91372. I recommend watching David Icke and others on YouTube to learn as much about the alien control of earth as possible. It is free and fascinating and will blow your mind. Copy and pass on! We don’t have to take it anymore!